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BARREIRA

B
Barreira Arte + Diseño was 
created more than 50 years 
ago, by the hand of its founder, 
Vicente Barreira Martín, with 
a clear educational project: to 
provide artistic education with a 
maximum level of professional 
quality; of excellence.

EASD

EASD

The School of Art and Design 
Superior of Valencia (Escola 
d’Art i Superior de Disseny 
de València), is a center that 
offers qualified education in the 
different areas of design, creation 
and the plastic arts.

BAQUEDANO PRINT HOUSE / VALÈNCIA

ä DISSENY / VALÈNCIA

HELLO FRESH / BERLIN

BCNscience / BARCELONA

GÁFICAS LUIS DE LA HOZ / VALÈNCIA

DADA PUBLICIDAD / VALÈNCIA

SOCIOMANTIC LABS / BERLIN

ALEA / BARCELONA

Small print shop in the neighborhood where I became familiar with the 
operation of printing machines and the day to day of a printing press. The 
most remarkable: prepare final arts, optimize all types of impressions, 
manage production costs.

My first job contact in a design and advertising studio with large 
clients such as Radio Televisión Valenciana and the Valencian 
Goberment. In this company I acquired experience and knowledge 
especially in layout and branding.

My first job contact in the German capital. Company focused on 
e-commerce in which I carried out various projects related to the brand 
and numerous applications for its promotion through the web and 
social networks.

Agency specializing in the health sector, which has a large international 
client pool, my task was to develop and design advertising campaigns 
as well as explanatory brands such as Bayer, Novartis etc, on and 
online.

Printing house where I started to do a little more elaborate work such as 
flyers, posters, logos etc. for neighborhood stores and small businesses in 
the neighborhood.

Advertising company in which I was junior art director and made projects 
for: Metro Valencia, Formula 1, Circuit Ricardo Tormo or Norauto. It was a 
great experience in directing projects from beginning to end, with special 
emphasis on the layout of magazines and art direction.

Online advertising company, also focused on e-commerce, in charge of 
brands such as Zalando, Decathlon or Fnac. I developed self-promotion 
projects for Sociomantic and online advertising for various external 
clients.

Alea is a multi-award company dedicated to the digital gaming sector. 
My tasks were to direct the digital marketing team of the different 
casinos that are part of the group as well and the realization of all the 
audiovisual needs.
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BAU

BAU was born in 1989. Following 
the concerns of a group of 
design professionals with a 
strong teaching and pedagogical 
vocation, a center for advanced 
studies in design, modern, 
innovative and multidisciplinary.

UOC

The UOC is an innovative 
university, rooted in Catalonia and 
open to the world, which trains 
people throughout their lives, 
contributing to their progress and 
that of society, while carrying 
out research on the knowledge 
society.


